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This beautiful photograph sends mankind some wonderful messages and I wish to cover a few of 
them in this newsletter. This composition was taken wildlife photographer Stephen Wilkes when he 
was at the Serengeti game reserve in Tanzania, East Africa.  

He and his two assistants hid behind a crocodile blind for 27 consecutive hours to capture what he 
describes as “these incredible species coming together to share this one sacred resource”. Wilkes 
says that over the course of watching them, he was moved by the peacefulness and “sense of 
community”, as if the watering hole was the animals’ “safe zone”.  

I have personally not been to this place but I have had the good fortune to have spent time at 
several waterholes in Kenya and in Southern Africa when I worked as a geologist in my early 20’s.  

Whilst over there, I experienced an unfolding story that became an amazing analogy for life, one 
that got me into heaps of trouble for telling people about it too – for reasons you will come to read. 

Tourism in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s was growing and people wanted to go and watch the 
animals in the wild rather than in the zoo’s. Going on safari, at one time an occupation only for the 
very rich, was going mainstream and more people meant more money. 

A growing industry began in running game reserves but to be successful you had to have the 
animals. The tourists soon found out the ones to go to and the ones to avoid. 

To counter this, one of the wealthiest owners decided he would put up extremely expensive fences 
all around the perimeter of his land and he paid to bring in more animals. Soon he had the majority 
of the tourists coming to his reserve as he could virtually guarantee they would see the wildlife. His 
neighbours soon followed suit and many landowners began to invest heavily in high sturdy fences to 
keep in their animals. 



With the money from the tourists flowing to the wealthy few, one of the poorer game reserve 
owners found he could not afford the huge cost of the fences. It forced him to rethink things over, 
and what he came up with, was a brilliant idea. He invested his remaining money in waterhole 
management. He only had three large waterholes on his land but he made sure that there was 
always water there and good vegetation.  

It was not long before the African weather does what it always does from year to year and the rain 
did not come. When that happens, Elephants get thirsty and they are known to travel hundreds of 
kilometres just to get water. Fences were just not going to get in their way. 

So without any water left to drink where they were, the Elephants sniffed the wind and knew which 
way to go. It was not long before the owner who had focused on waterhole management soon had 
lots of Elephants on his land. Shortly afterwards they were followed by the many of the other 
animals that were able to get through the large holes in the fences. They too then joined the 
Elephants.  

The tourists too followed the animals and it was not long after that, that all of the game reserve 
owners abandoned the idea of fencing in the animals. They all invested their money into water hole 
management.   

The end result was good for the animals, good for the owner and good for the tourists – the latter 
only now having to sip their G&T’s in the lodges that were hastily set up next to the waterholes. 

It was the moral of this story that got me into trouble. You see the first strategy was a negative, fear 
based, controlling one. It was one trying to stop anything from getting away – tourists, animals, 
money.  

The second one was a positive, ‘towards based’, motivational strategy. It was one designed to be 
attractive, freedom seeking and non-controlling. In the pain/pleasure decision making world, it 
provided a win/win all around. 

In business, this could be seen mirrored in employee/ employer contracts. There were the same two 
sides here. You could tie an employee up with legal restrictions, penalty clauses & restrictive reward 
options that made it difficult for them to leave both financially and experientially. This work 
environment was highly demotivating and people were always spending their time looking for ways 
to leave rather than working to make profits for the company. 

On the side, the more open minded companies, took the waterhole approach. They did not try and 
stop anyone leaving in any way, in fact they would encourage it. Some really enlightened employers 
even invested in their leavers start-ups (Read Maverick by Ricardo Sembler for more about that). 
Instead these employers made their business ‘the’ place for people to want to work. In return they 
got more motivated staff who worked harder and this raised their profit levels. 

When you read both sides you might understandably ask ‘why’ would any company go down the 
restrictive, fear based route. The difference between them though is where I would get into trouble. 
The restrictive ‘fear based’ model was just must more profitable in the short term, the empowering 
model was instead more profitable in the medium to long term. 

You might still be wondering why anyone would choose the negative short term model until you 
factor in the ways the minds of shareholders and fund managers work. (And we really need to do 



away with fund managers and pooled investments as they hand far too much power to just one or 
two people). You see they are the ones with the fear. They want the short term profits all the time. 
This is driven by short term gain for individuals and the gambling ‘casino like’ nature of the stock 
market reinforces this ‘short termism’. It takes strong entrepreneurial people to go down the 
medium to long term profit route. 

If you are wondering how, and why, this used to get me into trouble, it is because I used to point 
these two different strategies out to the senior management and the directors. It made sense to 
them to take the positive waterhole management approach. Unfortunately this now put them in 
direct conflict with the negative, top down approach & strategy desired by the fund managers and 
the large shareholders. Invariably too, the shareholder narrative was kept secret from their teams of 
senior executives. When it wasn’t, they all held huge share options based on the share price. The 
recent stock market gains we see, are all about share buy-back schemes with easy cheap money 
borrowed from the central banks. This drove up share prices which allowed the greedy directors to 
cash in their share options. In many cases they would then retire from the board, leaving the 
company in a much more likely situation of drowning later on with the higher level of debt.  

It was an important lesson for me about secret narratives and fear based decision making as I saw 
many good senior managers kept away from promotion and even replaced by obedient fools.  

This is now a lesson again for what is unfolding today. 

On the one side we have a small group of people seeking to control the many through their fear 
based strategies and secret narratives who wish to lead the great majority of people into an 
enforced dependency upon the few. 

On the other side we have free thinking creative inspirationally driven people who seek to help and 
empower each other by seeking further inter-dependence. 

The secret narrative though is becoming more well-known. They are calling it ‘The Great Reset’ - One 
World government, one World currency to save us from Climate change and Covid 19.  

I am sure there are many questions you can think of right now but the one question you should be 
asking is why now.  

They have been planning this for a very long time, so why now? 

This small group of ‘demonically influenced’ psychopaths have tried to force their secret agenda 
upon us for many years. Unfortunately for them & fortunately for us, they are way behind schedule. 

You see, they know about the great cycles in time & the Sun’s 12,000 year cycles and they know 
about the changing nature of human consciousness and its evolution over time.  

If they allow human consciousness to evolve, and with everyone benefiting from that, they will lose 
power and control over humanity – probably & hopefully, for ever.  

We are at the stage now when the Elephants have broken through the fences and a few have 
reached the water holes. Good strong intelligent people are speaking out and millions are listening 
to them. 



We also have two big advantages over the psychopaths – we know the timing and we have the light 
on our side and where there is light, there can be no dark.  

Think of it this way. We are in the transition. We are the animals walking towards the water hole. 
We are thirsty and hungry and it is tough and it’s going to get tougher before we get there and 
unfortunately some of us are not going to make it. 

All we have to do is to stay positive in the face of everything that is going to be thrown at us. I am 
reminded now by a great poem called “If” by Rudyard Kipling. 

If you can keep your head when all about you    
    Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,    
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
    But make allowance for their doubting too;    
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
    Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies, 
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, 
    And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise: 
 
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;    
    If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;    
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
    And treat those two impostors just the same;    
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken 
    Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 
    And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools: 
 
If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
    And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, 
And lose, and start again at your beginnings 
    And never breathe a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
    To serve your turn long after they are gone,    
And so hold on when there is nothing in you 
    Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on!’ 
 
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,    
    Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
    If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
    With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,    
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,    
    And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son! 

- Rudyard Kipling 
  



The second last line “Yours is the Earth & everything that is in it” is our arrival at the great harmony 
time that is coming when our solar system enters the galactic current sheet when all the energies 
come into constant harmony. You may think that all we have to do is to sit back and wait for it, but 
we are told we must prepare and one reason for this is arriving there in a strong frame of mind, 
being emotionally and mentally stable and having conditioned ourselves to connect with the 
universal consciousness through prayer or meditation. 
 
Reaching that point when we enter the galactic current sheet, is not the end though, it is just the 
end of the transition period we are now in. Within this time of dreams, we must start to learn to live 
together as best we can. We only have 200 years before mankind emerges out of this current sheet 
again and we best be ready and in good shape for the next 12000 years. 
 
Should I mention now, that the next and biggest wave of cosmic energy in this transition period is 
about to come through in December? 
 
Earth Energies 

As some of you will know, I have been mapping the locations of the type 4 energy lines across the 
USA in order to find the sacred sites where people can gather in group meditation. In many cases 
this means repairing them too.  

It is a long time consuming process and after I did an Earth Ancients pod cast with Cliff Dunning 
(https://www.earthancients.com ) I had about 30 people enquire about where they could go to 
meditate near to where they live. In about 50% of cases, I was able to direct them to places I had 
recently mapped. All of them very kindly went to these locations and sent me back photos.  

Do this though started to take up many hours of my time, so I had to start the sacred site search 
service which you can find on my website https://roryduff.com/sacred-places/  (It currently takes 
around 4-5 hours of work to provide this service and doing one a day is fairly tiring.)  

When mapping these lines, as you may imagine, the sacred sites, the 4th Order nodes, can be found 
in very many different locations. Sometimes I get some final say in where the repaired node can be 
finally positioned but this is only to ensure that it is accessible and not on private land. Sometimes, I 
cannot even do this unfortunately as too much of the area is owned privately. 

There are places that are very accessible – like parks within cities, but sometimes they are at 
mountain tops and places which are just not that accessible.  

In addition to sending me back photos, I sometimes get some really lovely replies on how their trip 
to the node went. The following is one wonderful reply from a lovely lady called Tania and it is one 
that I really wanted to share with you. Tania has also very kindly gave me permission to do this and 
to share some of her photos with you.  

Tania lives in Arizona, not that far from the Sedona area and she asked if there was a special site 
near to here. I knew instantly that there was, but I also knew it was very isolated and in the middle 
of nowhere. (It was some distance from the Sedona region). 

I had tracked this line at the beginning of 2020. It runs roughly East to West across the States and 
exits land in California crossing many really interesting places along the way. The node I had in mind 



for Tania is one I called Happy Jack node. There is a town called Happy Jack but the node is about 
30km to the East of it. I just liked the name of the town.  

The node seemed to me to be in the middle of a dry arid plane with nothing around it and the 
nearest main road was over 20km away. So it has to be said that I passed the information on to 
Tania with some doubts as to whether she would try to go and find it.   

Less than one week later, this is the reply I got:- 

Hi Rory! 

Sorry for the multiple emails, wanted to share as many useable photos I had with you and my email 
limits the size of the email.  Anyway I hope you find the pictures interesting, and feel free to use them 
as you wish. 

As you can see the node was in a very isolated and unique location indeed!  What I didn't realize from 
the satellite image of the location you sent was that it was on top of a single, large mound in the 
middle of a totally flat expanse of desert.   

 

 

You can see from the pics, as I was driving south over this flat expanse of desert  (20 miles + from the 
nearest main road) a very large form began to appear in the distance. As I drove closer  I realized it 
was more like a small mountain, at least a couple hundred feet high. The mound was also covered in 
Juniper trees which are common in this area, however in this region the desert was bare and they 
only grew on this large mound. It reminded me of Uluru in that it was the only large formation for a 
very long distance in all directions.   

When I followed the dirt road as far as I could I came to a gate that indicated the road was closed, 
although it's all National Forest Land out there so you are able to pass on foot.  I parked my truck and 



went past the gate and proceeded to follow the dirt track on foot.  It was probably about another 1.5 
mile hike up the road which wound around and up the south side of the mound.  

 

I had inputted your GPS coordinates into my maps app, and it led me up to the very top of the 
mountain, the coordinates placed the node almost directly in the middle of the top.  Once I had 
scrambled up the steep sides the top flattened out nicely.  The view of the expansive and 
uninterrupted desert in all directions was breath-taking.  



 

I started on towards the GPS coordinates and was very close when I came to a large dip, or 
depression in the land.  According to the GPS the node was directly on the other bank of the 
depression, on the lip.  When I looked closely I couldn't believe it, but there was a very large rock 
formation in the exact area you had indicated  (I have it circled in yellow in one of the pics).  It was 
very unique and stood out as there were no other rock formations anywhere around on the top of the 
plateau. What was also SUPER interesting was what appeared to be the remains of a large semi-
circle of  stones coming out from the formation.  I have drawn a yellow line highlighting the ring in 
the pics, it was difficult to capture with just my iphone camera but I think you'll be able to see it.  This 
was really fascinating because several of those stones in the semi circle were sticking up out of the 
earth, like perpendicular to the ground.  It really struck me as looking intentional, very old and worn, 
but similar to some old ruin sites I've seen with remains of ceremonial circles.  

 

 



 

 

 



When I walked over to the formation I used my pendulum and confirmed this was the correct 
location.  I performed a short ceremony, left an offering and sat upon the rocks to meditate.  As soon 
as I sat down I had a huge shiver of energy run up my spine.  The energy felt strong and pure, I 
didn't detect any negative or unwelcoming feelings.  When it was time to leave I gave thanks and 
returned via a different route down across the depression and up the other side.   

I was feeling very happy and was giving thanks in my head as I climbed the opposite slope.  As I 
rounded one of the trees a flash caught my eye and when I looked down I was standing over a 
completely perfect and beautiful antler!  I was blown away, it was such a beautiful gift!  I have never 
seen anything like this in all my years of hiking and camping and exploring.  It was perfectly shaped, 
flawless and totally clean.  There was no carcass, no other bones anywhere.  Just this 1 perfect antle 
at my feet.  A very strong emotion of gratitude and love swept through me and I must admit I shed 
some happy tears as I picked up this powerful and beautiful omen presented to me. 

 

I climbed down off the top of the plateau and back onto the dirt road to walk down the 
mountain.  The sun was just setting and the clouds were all sorts of amazing reds,pinks and oranges. 
As I walked down the road proudly carrying my perfect antler, the desert sunset was ahead and to 
my right. I had the distinct feeling something was watching me for several moments from that 
direction which did not make sense as there was just the edge of the road then a drop to the desert 
floor.   



 

I glanced skyward often taking in the beautiful colors and formations, and then I saw it.  Clear as 
though someone had taken a paint brush to the clouds, was the perfect head of a dragon.  It stopped 
me dead in my tracks. I stood in awe as what I was seeing sank in. I have never seen something so 
life-like in the clouds in all my life.  I could see the teeth, nostrils, whisps of smoke, the laid back ears, 
and a very pronounced eye that felt as though it was indeed following my slow descent. Another 
shiver of energy ran through my body.  I probably sat there and stared for 5 minutes or more, and it 
never waivered, never faded, never changed shape as clouds on windy days do often (it had been and 
continued to be very windy). I finally pulled myself away and began to walk downward again,  Finally 
after maybe 10 min. or more the face began to fade.  

By the time I made it back to the truck I was totally in awe of the day.  I turned around to face the 
mountain and say one last thank-you and good bye.  The sun was now below the horizon but there 
was still light in the sky. In the distance the coyotes started howling and when I faced the mountain 
one last time a single, very long and very bright meteor went shooting over the top!  

It was an exceptional experience, definitely up there as one of the most powerful I've had. There is 
something very special and very sacred about that location. It has a similar appearance of a sacred 
ceremonial site, and the energy is very potent.  I sent a few pics of the dragon face in the clouds, the 
pic in no way does it justice, but even despite the poor photography you can't miss it.  Also the 
mountain is covered in volcanic rock.  Upon reaching the depression on top it really felt like it could 
have been a small volcano at one time.  Especially due to the way it rises out of the flat desert.   

I thank-you again for sharing this with me, I will definitely be returning for more meditation and to 
explore the site more thoroughly.   

Needless to say, I thanked Tania immensely for allowing me to share this with you. I just need to add 
a couple of points here that the land is privately owned but permission can be obtained. As a 
geologist I can tell you that this location is also not a volcano. There is plenty of basalt here but this 
is a Butte which was once a plateau of Basalt that has since been eroded away until this is all that is 
left here. 



In regards to the antler Tania found and the Dragon cloud image she saw, we can potentially 
interpret these two events. Antlers, because they grow and drop off every year, can be seen as a 
symbol for rebirth and regeneration. With the dragon being the Universal symbol for the Earth lines, 
we could see that, both together, this is a message of the coming regeneration of mankind with the 
help of the newly arrived Emperor Dragons. I have tried to interpret these two events in other ways 
but this is the one that seems to fit best and Wow! What an incredible message for us all. So thank 
you again Tania – from all of us. 

My thinking now is just how wonderful it would be if groups of people could gather on these sacred 
locations all around the World at the same time just before Dec 2024 so we can usher in the new 
golden age – This really would be our waterhole moment. 

https://roryduff.com/sacred-places  - for more information on the sacred site search service. (There 
is also a pdf on that page of one of the searches I did recently for a place in Costa Rica that you can 
look at as an example of the work.) 

 

Science 

What I am about to say may shock some of you. I state this though from many, many years of 
delving into different areas and having met and spoken in depth with some amazing people. It is not 
new information though. A growing number of other people have come to the same conclusion. 

Mainstream science has purposely deceived us for just over one hundred years now. Their narrative 
is closely controlled by the church of Rome, the US Military Industrial complex and the World’s 
Central Bankers (Vatican city, Columbia city City of London – three independent countries inside 
other friendly, protective countries).  

The reason is clear to see. Spirituality threatens the power bases in religion & when people realise 
they don’t need to go to church, they don’t then pay tythes to the wealthy powerful people at the 
top.  

Knowledge of the true science provides the edge in warfare. If you know the real truth, you get a 
huge technological advantage over your enemy. If you want to conquer and control the World, you 
need to keep that advantage, and to do that it is in your interest to promote the wrong science as 
much as possible. Investigations into Ether technology, and the background energy it contains, had 
to be curtailed. Relativity theory demands no background at all – a perfect platform for them to 
support their evil aims. 

If you want to own the World, you need to own the shares of all the major corporations. Already 
investigations have shown that 117 mega-corporations own more than 80% of the Worlds Assets 
and these corporations are mainly owned by the wealthiest families in the World. The biggest threat 
to them is change. A new technology could decimate their share price overnight and allow others to 
become wealthy and powerful. What brings about change more than anything else is creativity and 
to be creative you need creative free thinking people. So if you get rid of freedom, by creating the 
illusion of freedom, you stifle creativity. Think of millions of people confined to living in cities who all 
think they are living freely. It has been said about cities that ‘The inmates have built their own prison 
and they are happy pay to live in it’. If you analyse the background of all true geniuses in the World, 
they have all had childhoods where they were free to roam around in nature. There they explored. 



They were all also given access to tools and to knowledge at an early age and with all these things 
their creativity was unleashed.  

So anything in science that threatens these three institutions becomes a problem for them that must 
be dealt with.  

The top down narrative is “When you are dead you are dead.” This is a ‘relativistic & reductionist’ 
approach, where “Mind is purely derived from brain function!” & “There is no background 
medium!”, suits their agenda perfectly. It allows for no Ether technology & no formal research in this 
area. It allows for no research into the deeper realms of psychology, that Jung & others began to 
look into, that might suggest proof of intelligence behind the Universe. The idea of the collective 
unconscious was just a blip in time and something that must not be discussed amongst mainstreak 
academic circles. 

Anyone suggesting or indicating otherwise with their observations and research is called 
pseudoscience by the mainstream media, or more lately a conspiracy theorist – which seems to be 
becoming a label for anyone these days who disagrees with the enforced ‘1984-like’ narrative . 

But things are changing. We can feel their lies because empathy everywhere is increasing and this is 
due to these new re-evolutionary energies coming through. 

One of the areas labelled pseudoscience, one that is becoming more important right now, is a 
subject I want to remind you about next. I feel it a good idea to revisit it because our energetic 
environment is changing and there is a wonderful message that was nearly missed hidden within it. 

Indeed I have to say that I missed this originally and seeing it now, makes for a much more positive 
outlook for everything we are doing.  

 

Morphic resonance 

Dr Rupert Sheldrake, who earned his PhD in Biochemistry at Cambridge University, put forward the 
idea of Morphic Resonance and this suggests that memory is inherent in nature. 

His ‘hypothesis of formative causation’, first proposed back in 1981, postulates that organisms are 
subject to an influence from previous similar organisms by a process called Morphic Resonance.  

Through Morphic Resonance (M.P.), each member of a species draws upon, and in turn contributes 
to, a pooled or collective memory. 

In human terms, this hypothesis resembles C.G. Jung's postulate of the Collective Unconscious and 
to me it also seems to mirror the idea of a Universal Mind – something supported by Ron Pearson’s 
Big Breed theory of the creation of the Universe. 

MP also applies in the chemical and physical realms, and predicts that crystals of new compounds 
should also become easier to crystallize all over the world the more often they are made. Sheldrake 
has even already discovered some evidence that this actually happens.  

Mainstream science of course calls this pseudoscience because it implies intelligence exists 
elsewhere other than the brain and as I wrote earlier their mantra is that mind is just part of brain 
function.  



Fortunately we now know that there is a far better alternative to relativity theory and reductionist 
science and a full, flaw free theory that also explains how intelligence arose in the Universe – Ron 
Pearson’s theory of Quantum Gravity (www.pearsonianspace.com)  

This theory, as well as his Big Breed theory, nicely explains Sheldrake’s hypothesis and the 
observations of Morphic Resonance. 

Many of you will have perhaps heard of the monkeys on the different Japanese islands that used to 
get yams delivered to them on the beaches. They were of course all covered in sand and for weeks 
the monkeys would carefully brush off the sand before eating them. This took time though and one 
female was too hungry for all that. She went down to the water and started washing the sand off the 
yams so she could eat it faster. It was not long before all the monkeys on the island saw her doing 
this and did the same. 

What was strange was that at pretty much the same time all the monkeys on one island learnt to do 
this, the monkeys on all the other neighbouring islands started doing the same thing. It was like 
when some new learning came along, a new collective learning experience began to occur across the 
board for more and more monkeys. 

An experiment was done to test this with rats in a maze. As soon as one rat had learnt their way to 
the food at the centre of a complicated series of left and right turn sequences, the rats in another 
room, in exactly the same mazes, learnt the same route to the centre. 

A collective memory, a sort of group telepathy, would explain how this could happen. A collective 
unconscious that holds this information could be tapped into by all similar animals. As humans, we 
know this to be true because of so much synchronicity occurring – Synchronicity, a term coined by 
the great psychologist Carl Jung, is when there are two or more ‘acausal connected events’. 

In other words two events take place, shortly after the other that are unrelated, but yet are similar.  

Jung first came across this when a patient was telling him about a dream about an Egyptian scarab 
beetle and at the same moment there was a loud thud against his window. He looked to see what 
made this and found a dazed flying beetle on the ground that looked very like an Egyptian scarab 
beetle. What was most curious was that this type of beetle was very rare in Switzerland. Jung 
immediately deduced that there was something important about the scarab beetle and that it 
symbolised something on a deeper level and, what he then had to do, was to find out what that was.  

Synchronicity is often used to get our attention and the message we can sometime see within these 
messages can be most revealing in regards to the path in life we can take, if we choose to. 

Morphic resonance is important for us to know about as it is an indication of the mechanism at work 
here with the collective unconscious and the universal mind. What interests me now is the speed of 
this learning. 

What not so many people know about was one of the early experiments done by Dr Sheldrake. It 
was one designed to test his hypothesis and it was done in conjunction with another researcher 
called Dr Rose, a biologist from the Open University, whose standpoint was that Morphic resonance 
did not exist. 



They decided to use young chicks and to measure the speed in which they learnt to peck at an 
object. The idea was to train a bunch of chicks to peck at a chrome bead and a yellow light in order 
to be given food.  

They measured the responses by the time it took, in seconds, for the chicks to hit a chrome bead or 
a yellow light with their beaks. This was termed the ‘latency’ 

Having trained the chicks in a uniform way, they then injected half of them with a saline solution 
that would stop them wanting to peck the yellow light to get any food that way. Most of the chicks 
would not peck at the yellow light after their injection at all, but they were quite happy to continue 
to peck at the chrome bead to get their ‘feed’ reward. 

These trained chicks then became the ‘control’ sample upon which comparisons could be made with 
untrained chicks. 

Having taught the control group and conditioned them these two ways, a bunch of untrained (Naïve) 
‘test’ chicks were brought into the experiment, unknown and out of sight of the trained chicks. If 
these chicks suddenly learnt to avoid pecking at the yellow light, it would indicate that a group 
learning effect had taken place. 

A summary of the experiment went something like this 

“The difference in latency between ‘test’ and the ‘control’ chicks increased as time went on, and the 
morphic resonance explanation for this would seem to be that successive batches of chicks showed a 
progressive tendency to become more averse to the yellow LED because previous chicks (whom they 
had never met) had been made averse to it. In other words, this looked like the kind of collective 
memory effect predicted by the hypothesis of formative causation.” 

For the full report please click on this link https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-
resonance/an-experimental-test-of-the-hypothesis-of-formative-causation 

For me the most interesting part of this discussion statement is the phrase “Successive batches of 
chicks showed a progressive tendency.”  

In the past I used to think that a threshold had to be reached before learning across the board 
occurred. In other words there needed to be some ‘magic’ number of monkeys who had learnt the 
trick to wash off the grains of sand in the sea before the learning leapt across some ‘morphic’ field to 
all monkeys on all the islands. 

This is not true though. There is no magic threshold we have to reach before it all begins and here I 
would just like to say how invalid our past thinking might be. I learnt about morphic resonance and 
Sheldrake’s work from other people and I did not research it fully myself at the time. If I had read 
this report earlier, this fictional number threshold I had in my mind would not have arisen.  

We all make mistakes, the thing is though not to stubbornly cling on to them when we find evidence 
to show we are wrong. 

 



A key learning point from this experiment is that we only need to begin new ways of thinking and 
learning to begin to make a difference. Others around us are helped to do the same, not just by 
watching us, but also at this deeper level of learning.  

Even with small numbers to begin with, other people, those we do not know, will start to pick up this 
learning through the collective unconscious.  

This is massively positive news. We don’t need to reach any magical 144,000 people or half a million 
or whatever number you want, just the act of some of us doing group meditation at these sacred 
sites and connecting with the collective unconscious – the universal consciousness or whatever 
name your prefer, will make a difference and more people will join in next time. We just need to 
keep doing this and more people will join in naturally. 

We don’t need masses of people at the water hole before we start drinking from it and, the faster 
we learn what we need to do, the quicker the resonant ‘progressive tendency’ will spread amongst 
the rest of us. If we come back to the waterhole management analogy now, all that matters is that a 
few of us reach the water hole and start to drink.  

For those of you who have started to do this, you are the Elephants now drinking at the water hole. 
The rest of the animals/ people are on their way as the subconscious learning is reaching through to 
them.  

You see as Sheldrake says “Latent tendencies increase over time”.  

This speed of learning increases over time (progressive tendency) and with time & space now 
merging the whole thing is accelerating. 

We just need to get to the water holes and these are the sacred sites and we need to do this on the 
times of harmony. 

Should I now mention about the next wave that is coming to help us – the more of us that join in 
group meditation at midday on the 20th December, all around the World, the more effective this 
morphic resonance is.  

 

Books 

In October this year, a collection of books became available that I have been waiting to read for 
nearly a year. Even at the reduced price of £177, the set was way too much for me. I was therefore 
very surprised & extremely grateful to a lovely couple who gifted me the collection. They knew of my 
previous work on Jung’s red book images and were also keenly interested in the books as well and 
they looked forward to future discussions with me on them. 

I am talking here about Carl Jung’s Black Books. These were his initial notes on his first explorations 
into the unknown World of the collective unconscious. It was from these notes that he later went on 
to further appraise what he was coming across and this led to his Red book, also called Liber Novus 
(New book).  

There was actually one overriding reason to read these books as I knew they contained vital 
information on how group meditation should be done correctly and how every individual in the 



group had a specific purpose and function. (How I knew this, is covered in my Red Book discussion 
group modules) 

A quick scan through all 7 books when they came, showed me where to this information was to be 
found and a few days ago, I had my first chance to dive in deeper. What I was looking at had been 
described as Runic Yoga and I know why. It is now just a matter of spend many hours going through 
this book to fully interpret the instructions being given. 

The good news is that I have found out how to do this, the not so good news is finding the time with 
everything else that has to be done. 

I will be adding the knowledge learnt to the Spiritual discussion group modules on Jung’s work and 
hopefully they will be available from the Summer of next year. So if you are interested in being 
among the first to do these modules, I will open them up first to subscribers to my monthly 
newsletters.  

In that regard, I have had a chance to add some old newsletters to the website so if you have missed 
any, they can be found here https://roryduff.com/news/ (The September 2019 newsletter covers my 
Jung synchronicities and why I am now following them up) 

 

Social Media 

My last three social media posts have been on Rome, the Palatine Hill, the Vatican, the main energy 
lines and the nodes there and the moon phase lines. It has attracted some great comments that 
show some really good thinking from people.  

I raised the question about good and bad locations in an area. What makes a place sacred and what 
makes one evil. 

The posts and the comments brought out some interesting differentiations that I felt should be 
shared further with you.  

Energy lines/ Song lines are not the same as Spirit tracks and these two are not to be confused with 
locations with stored emotions. 

Everything (all matter) consists of energy, so intense emotion (also energy) can be stored in matter. 
Some types of matter do this more easily than others (crystals, dense rocks etc). These stored 
emotions can sit in matter, like walls, and they can be found quite close to small sacred sites and the 
Sistine chapel is a case in point. Inside there is a small node which is quite delightful if one gets a 
chance to meditate there. However in the corridors leading to and from the chapel, a more ‘dread 
full’ emotion can be felt. These are undoubtedly stored negative emotions. 

There may even be some Spirit tracks that run through the Vatican. I do not know as I do not 
measure these. However, as I understand them, they are lines that Spirits travel along and, as they 
do, they leave a trail of where they have been that can be sensed. 

In my last newsletter, I wrote about how Trackers of animals could see white lines in front of them 
that they could follow to find the animal they were tracking. I know dowsers who can track the paths 
of humans who have walked from one place to another. As I see this, the collective unconscious has 



a memory for everything, including where we have been, where animals have been and where 
spirits have been. All we have to do is to tap into this to get this information. Spirits, both good and 
evil, I am quite sure can be tracked this same way, should you even wish to do this.  

These tracks are therefore not Earth Energy line tracks but I do know that lost souls (people who 
have not passed fully over from the land of the senses to the land of the spirit), and Spirits, do also 
travel along these energy lines to get to the exit points – the nodes/the axis mundi/tree of life – 
where they can pass over to the other Worlds. Some of them even seem to need help to do this.  

The point in the post that I wanted to get across though, was what was found on the top of the 
Palatine hill. It was here that many atrocities were carried out and it is here that the moon phase 
lines were pulled in towards from the surrounding area of Rome. The one helped fuel the other and 
the place became worse and worse and almost certainly this added to the negative stored emotions 
in some places under the surface in the underground tunnels. 

You see, it was likely to be all fun and games on the surface level, but evil underneath. You can 
perhaps see here now that surface structures would now not be those that stored negative 
emotions but those evil rituals underneath the ground most certainly would and, if you passed by on 
the surface, you would not feel this negativity. This is now similar to feeling the negative emotions 
stored along the passageways found in the Vatican. 

Within the Palatine hill today there are many Moon phase lines and underground, there are still 
stored emotions that need to be cleared. The final question I posed though was when this should be 
done. 

I could also add by who? The answer is that we just do not know when and by whom. We can only 
play the game of life as a pawn and await our next move when synchronicity strikes. If enough of us 
connect in this way, we become an army of pawns ready and waiting for instructions to act, when 
we are supposed to, & through the guidance from the Collective unconscious/ Universal mind/etc. 

To get better at doing that, we must learn to follow a difficult path, our Vocational path, Jung’s path 
of Individuation & the Grail path. To do that, we are told to visit the Grail castles along the way and 
to await the presence of the Grail (Harmony time). The Grail castles of course are synonymous with 
the sacred sites, the ‘Turning Castles’ of the nodal energies (Read my book Grail Found for more 
about this). 

The quick version though is to just gather at your nearest sacred site on the times of harmony and 
these begin the day before the solstices and equinoxes. 

 

Courses 

During the current lockdown, I have only been able to run online zoom meeting that are testing the 
Spiritual discussion group modules. Things are proceeding well and the courses are being 
significantly improved because of the wonderful group of people who have joined together as a first 
cohort in these. 

As I mentioned earlier in this newsletter, the will be rolled out in 2021 and I will be letting your know 
more about them in the coming newsletters. So please bear with me on this. 



Other 

And the big news for December is this:- 

The next harmony time starts on the 20th December and people will be gathering in small groups all 
around the World at midday for a group meditation. You can think of this now as a water hole 
gathering if you like and, through the collective unconscious, your meditations will be shared 
throughout the ether into the hearts and minds of others who will get the urge to do the same at the 
next harmony time around the Spring equinox. 

This harmony time though promises to be very different – nothing like we have experienced before. 

I have mentioned this before, but it is all down to the frequency that all the energy lines are 
harmonising around. When I began measuring these times back in 2008, the harmony frequencies 
were around 7.5 hours. They moved on to 8 hrs and then 10. 

For the last few harmony times, the have fluctuated between 24hrs, 36hrs and 48 hrs. It is as though 
each new Emperor Dragon has moved into harmony with the others since their arrival. Now is the 
time of the last Emperor Dragon – the one that runs across the USA and Australia and Uluru. This 
though has the unique frequency of 72hrs. Never before will have so many people experienced 
these new and much lower frequencies as every energy line on the planet will slow down, lengthen 
their side to side movement, to come in line with the speed of this Emperor Dragon. 

That is not all though. Something that is probably completely related is that on the 9th December we 
are going to be hit by the next transitional wave of energy from the centre of our Milky way galaxy 
as our solar system gets closer to passing through the galactic current sheet. 

This will produce a huge surge of energy that will build from the 9th and fully arrive on the 20th 
December – exactly at the time of our group meditations.  

It will be a double hit wonder that we will have to surf. 

All I can say is that we really need to prepare for this. Do the gratitude exercises, fast, drink clean 
water only and become as pure as you can.  

Purification of the mind and body in every way is becoming absolutely paramount in the lead up to 
2024 and you should avoid anything that might hinder or restrict that purity. This includes giving in 
to any fear based solutions. 

 

Lastest video on what is happening with these energies 

If anyone is still not sure what is going on and just what the science is behind it all, the excellent 
podcaster and Grail researcher Saira Salmon kindly asked me to expand on the very latest learning 
on these things. It is just under an hour video and that can be watched via this link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqkxZTX_gOo 

 



A friend of mine, David, recently introduced me to the artist Gordon Mackenzie’s work and I rather 
liked this quote of his and wanted to share it with you all. 

 “You have a masterpiece inside you, you know. One unlike any that has ever been created, or ever 
will be. If you go to your grave without painting your masterpiece, it will not get painted. No one else 
can paint it. Only you.” 
                                                 ― Gordon MacKenzie 

 

We are all individuals who can create our own reality (Seth Speaks) but our greatest work is done 
when we come together to create a common reality. Indeed if we did not have our individual 
talents, skills and capabilities, we could not do this. 

In other words we must embrace each other’s differences. They are necessary for all of us and that 
now also goes for our cultural and religious differences, they too are all needed and when all of 
these come together in harmony, we will be ready to face any future we get given – including the 
ones with the very best outcome for mankind. 

Do not give in to being the same as everyone else, do not give in to mediocrity. Embrace change, 
‘Vive la difference’ as they say in France. 

A World without all the different individual cultural identities would be like a World without colour.  

We must learn to live inter-dependently with one another with freedom in our hearts and in our 
spirits. We need that freedom to fly, to soar, to imagine, to make a difference & to paint our 
masterpiece.   

With people from all nations and from all ‘walks of life’ coming together in Group meditation at the 
harmony times, just four times a year, will go a long way to help create that vision of the future. 

 

Freedom is the key that unlocks humanities chains. 

 

Thank you for your time taken reading this newsletter, please do pass it on to others and ask them 
that if they like this sort of content to sign up to the them via my contact page. 


